1 Introduction
Motivation
Recent observations of a large θ 13 mixing angle have refocussed the next generation of long baseline experiments towards resolving the mass hierarchy, determining the octant of θ 23 , and measuring δ CP . Degeneracies among the remaining oscillation parameters mean that, unless nature has chosen extremely favorable values, NOvA may not be able to satisfactorily measure all the remaining unknowns. Other planned experiments are unlikely to significantly improve our knowledge of these unknowns until 2023 when the first LBNE experiment, the 10 kton LAr detector, is planned to be operational and taking initial beam data. An additional 10 years of data is required to fully realize the projected sensitivity. This leaves a long drought of physics output from the Fermilab long-baseline neutrino program.
For the U.S. long-baseline neutrino program to continue to be an attractive and vibrant endeavor, it is essential to have a phased program that can achieve new physics results on both short and long time scales. To achieve that aim, we advocate for enhanced exploitation of the NuMI beam, as part of a new plan to develop an experimental long-baseline neutrino program that can lead the world in delivering new neutrino insights. Fermilab's NuMI beam line has been the workhorse of the U.S. neutrino program over the past seven years. After upgrades, NuMI will run at double its original intensity and will be the most powerful neutrino beam in the world. With its flexible running configurations and its suite of near detectors, the beam will be the best understood neutrino beam ever constructed, and it is a resource that creates unprecedented opportunities. As an initial stage of the new long-baseline program, detectors could be developed and run in the NuMI beam, delivering world class constraints on δ CP , even while the new LBNE beam line is being built.
CHIPS Concept
This Letter of Intent outlines a proposal to build a large, yet cost-effective, 100 kton fiducial mass water Cherenkov detector that will initially run in the NuMI beam line. The CHIPS detector (CHerenkov detector In Mine PitS) will be deployed in a flooded mine pit, removing the necessity and expense of a substantial external structure capable of supporting a large detector mass. There are a number of mine pits in northern Minnesota along the NuMI beam that could be used to deploy such a detector. In particular, the Wentworth Pit 2W is 7 mrad away from the central axis of the beam, a position which optimizes rate and background rejection. The pit is also one of the deepest in the area, allowing for a water overburden of several tens of meters. The detector is designed so that it can be moved to a mine pit in the LBNE beam line once that becomes operational.
While one can not achieve the ideal baseline to measure the mass hierarchy in the NuMI beam, studies performed by the eNuMI working group [1] show that detectors in the NuMI beamline can constrain the value of δ CP . The CHIPS experiment will probe δ CP by measuring electron neutrino appearance in the NuMI muon neutrino beam. Assuming the nominal beam power that NuMI will achieve in the NOvA era, the nominal NOvA beam configuration, and a 100 kton fiducial mass CHIPS detector deployed in the Wentworth Pit, on the order of 340 (190) ν e -CC events would be observed in the normal (inverted) hierarchy above a background of approximately 640 events in a three year run with the beam in neutrino mode. In antineutrino mode, about 200 (150) ν e -CC events should be observed on a background of about 350 events.
With these event rates, the combination of CHIPS, NOvA and T2K provide an error on δ CP better than 25 • for all values of δ CP , assuming the mass hierarchy and other degeneracies are resolved. Being close to the beam axis, CHIPS sees a relatively wide energy distribution and high flux, and thus provides complementary information to the off-axis experiments. Combining CHIPS data with the off-axis results can further constrain δ CP , improve the significance of a discovery of CP violation in the neutrino sector, and help resolve ambiguities in the mixing parameters.
Even a modest target mass (10 kton) can improve the resolution in δ CP over NOvA, indicating a prototype detector in the NuMI beam can deliver meaningful contributions to neutrino physics on a short time scale. This document also describes an R&D plan to prove the CHIPS concept and to study ways to reduce the cost per kiloton of building such a detector, at the same time delivering additive results on δ CP . This R&D effort will encourage a new, vibrant detector development community centered on the FNAL neutrino program. A nationwide consortium of laboratory and university groups are already collaborating to focus on the development of new and innovative photodetector technologies [2] . U.S. companies are beginning to develop other photodetector technologies, providing competition that will drive down the cost of instrumentation. Leveraging these efforts will enable U.S. leadership in the construction of megaton size neutrino detectors.
Physics Reach
The physics capabilities of CHIPS have been studied using GLoBES [3] . The nominal experimental setup assumes a 100 kton fiducial mass detector with an exposure of 6 × 10 20 POT/year, which is the NOvA expected yearly exposure. The medium energy (ME) flux described in Section 9.1 is used as input to these simulations. Cross sections used are standard to GLoBES. Three flavor neutrino oscillations are incorporated into event rate predictions; the known oscillation parameters are fixed at the values given in reference [4] and are summarized in Table 1 . Selection efficiencies for each event type as a function of energy included in GLoBES are based on Super-K experience, using a 20% photodetector coverage. Two levels of selection are applied. First, a pre-smearing efficiency (vs. true energy) is applied, which represents a cut based on what fraction of each event type looks like a single electron. True energy is then converted to a reconstructed energy using migration matrices, again from Super-K. Then a post-smearing efficiency (vs. reconstructed energy) is applied, based on the Super-K log-likelihood cut. The resulting efficiency for each event type as a function of reconstructed energy are shown in Figure 1. The energy distribution of each event type, for each mass hierarchy is shown in Figure 2 . Integrated event counts are given in Table 2 .
Events from ν τ appearance are not included in the GLoBES simulations. Independent calculations indicate there will be 3.7 ν τ -CC interactions per kton per year, integrated over all energies. An estimate of how many of these events would pass the ν e selection was made using the selection efficiencies from GLoBES for each tau decay mode: the ν e selection efficiency is applied to the electron decay mode, the ν µ selection efficiency is applied to the muon decay mode, and the NC selection efficiency is applied to the hadronic decay mode. The event counts from each decay mode are weighted by the branching fractions and summed, to produce a prediction of 0.35 additional background events per kton per year from ν τ appearance. This estimate will be further refined once a full simulation and event reconstruction suite is available. Figure 3 shows the resolution on δ CP when a 100 kton fiducial mass CHIPS starts taking data four years after NOvA starts. This resolution assumes that the mass hierarchy is known, and all other degeneracies are resolved. The CHIPS information is also combined with NOvA and T2K in a simultaneous fit. The resolution ranges from around 15 • to around 24 • , across the whole range of δ CP . It can be seen from these figures that the information from CHIPS is complementary to NOvA+T2K owing to the wider beam spectrum. At large δ CP the δ CP resolution is much better than NOvA, while at small δ CP it is worse. The wrong-hierarchy exclusion significance for the same configuration is shown in Figure 3 (middle). The best combined exclusion in the ME tune reaches a 4σ significance. The potential for discovering CP violation (i.e. excluding δ CP = 0 • or 180 • ) is shown in Figure 3 (bottom). The features for one half of δ CP space (positive δ CP with NH, negative δ CP with IH) are due to the ambiguity in the hierarchy. If the hierarchy is determined, then the curves look symmetric. While CHIPS can achieve lower errors on larger values of δ CP , the shape of the χ 2 curve gives NOvA plus T2K more power to exclude CP conservation. However, the combination of CHIPS, NOvA, and T2K can find evidence for CP violation (at above 3 sigma) in around 25% of δ CP space, doubling to 50% if the hierarchy is known. The sensitivity of CHIPS in the lower energy beam tune was also explored. An increase in the low energy beam flux can be achieved by moving the hadron production target closer to the magnetic focusing horns. The standard NuMI low energy configuration is achieved by partially inserting the target into the neck of the first horn. This configuration is harder to achieve, in terms of reconfiguring the beamline at Fermilab, now that the beam line has been upgraded for the NOvA running. For comparison, the event rates associated with the ME fluxes are shown in Figure 4 . The same figure also shows the band of δ CP resolutions (minimum to maximum across all values of δ CP in both hierarchies) against the off-axis angle of the detector. The choice of 7 mrad is the preferred location in both the LE and ME beams in terms of δ CP resolution, owing to the combination of a high event rate with a low background for either beam tune. 
Staged NuMI Reach
Owing to financial constraints, it may not be possible to construct a 100 kton detector in the four years after starting NOvA, and so the possibility of building CHIPS in a phased approach has been investigated. This would involve increasing the fiducial mass over multiple years, exploiting the experience to accelerate the expansion. Figure 5 shows how adding a phased-CHIPS detector in the NuMI beamline improves the δ CP resolution over the default configuration of NOvA and T2K only. Two approaches are shown; a fast track approach of building a 10 kton detector two years after NOvA starts data taking and increasing this to 20, 50 and 100 kton every subsequent two years. The other is a slower-track approach, where 10 kton is instrumented four years after the NOvA turn on, and increased to 20 and 50 kton after seven and nine years respectively.
CHIPS in LBNE
When the LBNE beam is completed, the CHIPS detector will be redeployed in that beam. The construction procedure will allow for the PMTs and electronics to be salvaged and reused. The question of where best to position CHIPS for the best complementarity to the LAr detector has been studied. As a first consideration, the off-axis angle was varied and the resolution on δ CP was studied. Figure 6 shows the band of δ CP resolutions (minimum to maximum across all values of δ CP in both hierarchies) against the off-axis angle of the detector in the LBNE beam. The left plot shows the combined reach (in green) if the CHIPS detector has been already constructed in the NuMI beam. The right plot shows the δ CP reach if CHIPS is only available in the LBNE beam. In either case, the CHIPS detector contributes a large weight to the resolution.
It would be preferable to place the redeployed CHIPS in a position for maximum complementarity, while taking into account the geographical considerations. There is a reservoir at a baseline of 1250 km and at an angle 20 mrad off-axis in the LBNE beam which could potentially house the CHIPS detector. In this case, the second maximum of the oscillation could be studied, which would be complementary to the on-axis LBNE detector. When the 100 kton fiducial mass CHIPS detector is placed in the LBNE beamline, with a baseline of 1250 km and at 20 mrad off-axis, the neutrino spectra produced are shown in Figure 7 .
The hierarchy exclusion significance, resolution on δ CP , and CP violation discovery potential are shown in Figure 8 for different combinations of the currently foreseen long-baseline neutrino experiments. A 5σ exclusion of the wrong hierarchy can be made for the whole phase space of δ CP only with the help of CHIPS (with a 100 kton fiducial mass, in 6 years of NuMI beam and 10 years of LBNE beam). Likewise, a CP violation discovery potential of 5σ for a much larger range of δ CP can be achieved if CHIPS is included. Finally, depending on the success of the CHIPS program in terms of reducing significantly the cost per kton for a water Cherenkov neutrino detector, a second 100 kton module could be constructed in the first 3 years of running of the LBNE beam, thereby speeding up the collection of data and delivery of meaningful results. Figure 10 depicts a topographical map of the proposed location with elevation contours derived using photogrammetric methods from aerial photographs taken in May, 2001. From the contour map, the lowest elevation is 1305 ft above sea level, but the contour map was made from a photo taken when the pit had about 10 m of water in it. The current water level is at 1471 ft, making the local depth of the water about 60 m. This estimate of the water level is consistent with recent measurements taken with a commercial depth finder. Water is drained from the pit in the spring to ensure the pit does not overflow during the summer rainy season. Maximum fluctuations of the water level are estimated to be on the order of ±10 ft. The water in the Wentworth Pit was surveyed from January 2010 to September 2012 to characterize the quality. Two separate types of testing were conducted. The first type consisted of monthly tests of surface water for standard mine water contaminants. The temperature of the water was measured to range between 0 • and 20 • C due to seasonal weather fluctuations. The turbidity of the water, a measure of the clarity, was measured to be 0.7±0.5 NTU (Nephelometric Turbidity Units), implying that the water is quite transparent. The pH at the surface was measured to be 8.3 ± 0.3. A further set of profile measurements was also taken in September of 2011, from the surface to a depth of 123 feet. These profiles showed that the temperature varied from 20 • C at the surface to 5 • C at 123 feet. The pH was also observed to drop from 8.4 at the surface to 7.2 at 123 feet deep. Detailed results of these tests are summarized in the appendix.
Depth Considerations
The water of the mine pit not only provides structural support for the detector, but also serves as an overburden to shield the detector from cosmic rays. The depth of the Wentworth pit allows a relatively shallow overburden of a few tens of meters of water, implying a high rate of cosmic ray (CR) muons entering the detector. To determine the feasibility of the shallow overburden, expected cosmic rates were computed as a function of detector depth, and detector dead time due to those rates was considered.
To first order, the energy-averaged intensity of muons at sea level, I S , has a characteristic angular dependence proportional to cos 2 θ, where θ is the zenith angle [5] :
(1)
The vertical cosmic ray flux above 1 GeV at sea level, I SV , is 70 m −2 s −1 sr −1 . At the proposed detector depth, muon energy loss is primarily by ionization; radiative energy losses are completely negligible [6] . Using calculations from Bugaev et al. [7] and Bogdanova et al. [8] we have estimated the rate of cosmic rays as a function of detector depth and detector geometry [9] . Figure 11 shows rates as a function of depth. With a 40 m.w.e overburden, the cosmic rate is expected to be 50 kHz in a cylindrical detector 50 m in diameter and 20 m high. The impact of the cosmic rates on the NuMI beam events is mitigated by the short NuMI spill of about 10 µs. The in-spill signal occupancy due to CR muons is a product of (CR muons rate)×(spill-length), or 50 kHz×10×10 −6 µs = 0.5 cosmic events per spill.
To further understand the impact of these cosmic ray events on the CHIPS detector, we used the GEANT4 framework [10] and the cosmic ray flux available through the CRY package [11] to study the efficiency of photon detection and the effect of the event time span on the overall deadtime caused by the 0.5 cosmic ray events per spill. In the simulations we have assumed a detector comprising two concentric cylinders: an Inner Detector (ID) surrounded by and optically separated from a larger Veto Detector (VD). The veto volume extends 2 m outward from the inner detector boundary. The walls of the ID volume are assumed to absorb light, while the walls of the VD volume are reflective. Figure 12 shows event displays from this simulation package.
The distribution of cosmic ray event duration is shown in Figure 13 . Average dead time during the spill due to CR muons is (rate)×(event time span), which results in a conservative estimate of the average dead time per spill of 250 ns [12] . This is 2.5% of the beam spill. For contained CR muon events, the dead time window could be enlarged, perhaps to 1-2 µs, to minimize the impact of muon decay Michel electrons on the beam events.
Detector Design

Detector Concept
Due to practical considerations deploying very large detectors, we propose to build up the needed detector mass in independent, cylindrical units. Each unit will sit at the bottom of the mine pit. The detector height is constrained by the depth of the water and the overburden requirements. Detector dimensions are further limited by the attenuation length of light in the water. To respect these constraints, each unit will comprise a cylinder of photodetectors surrounding a water volume 20 m high and 50 m diameter. Excluding interactions closer than 2 m to the photodetector surface, the proposed dimensions yield a fiducial mass of 27 kton. The water enclosed in each unit will be kept dark and isolated from the outside lake water by a reinforced polymer membrane. Additionally, some photodetectors will be arranged to point outwards into a 2 m-thick veto volume along the top and side of the cylinder. This volume also provides room for the support framework, and is optically separated from the active volume by an opaque plastic sheet between the photodetectors. Figure 14 illustrates the module geometry, while Table 3 tabulates the detector parameters.
Photodetectors
The nominal design calls for high quantum efficiency (HQE) 10 photomultiplier tubes from Hamamatsu [13] . As in the LBNE water Cherenkov design [14] , we assume the HQE tubes can achieve the same efficiency with 10% photosensor coverage as Super-K achieved with 20% coverage using lower QE tubes. A simulation and reconstruction program is under development to determine the optimal coverage and placement of the tubes, as is described in Section 9. The tubes will need to withstand substantial pressure. The 10 tubes have been shown in tests done by LBNE [14] to survive down to 60 m, but this is at the edge of the comfort zone. The 12 tubes from Hamamatsu do withstand more than 60 m hydrostatic pressure [13] [14] [15] , and would be an appropriate replacement should the 10 tubes not suffice. The comparatively low cost of the deployment and support system is a strong motivation for use of cheaper photodetectors currently in development [16] (see Section 10 for further discussion on photodetector strategy). Individual photodetectors on the bottom and top surface of the cylinder will be mounted on a lightweight truss framework, or "space frame", extending 1-2 m perpendicular to the instrumented plane; frame components will incorporate only enough mass to approximately cancel the buoyancy of the photodetectors, so that the assembly remains neutrally buoyant and spans the 50 m diameter without significant distortion. Molded plastic housings will be used to gently hold photodetectors while providing a secure mounting system, similar to those designed and tested for the LBNE-WCD option [14] . Photodetectors on the cylinder walls can be secured to vertical steel support cables [14, 17] or to a framework similar to the bottom and top planes. The framing and/or support cables are in turn secured between large stiff rings, defining an overall 20 m-high cylinder of instrumentation that can be raised and lowered as needed. Illustrations of the PMT housings developed at Physical Sciences Laboratory (University of Wisconsin) are shown in Figure 15 , which are compatible with either framing or cable supports as shown. Cost estimates for the PMT assemblies are given in Table 4 . 
Detector Vessel
Surrounding each 27 kton detector unit is a reinforced polymer membrane (liner) that blocks outside light and isolates the pure water inside the modules from the pit water. Many commercially available liner material options exist and are regularly used in the geomembrane and roofing industries for blocking water over large areas [18] . For CHIPS, the liner will be maintained in a cylindrical shape by a framework and cables connecting two large stiff rings. Such rings and associated mooring lines are routinely used for construction of net cages in the aquaculture industry [19, 20] . Rings up to 64 m diameter have been deployed in open sea conditions [21] . The polymer liner may be contracted as a design-build project. There are several relevant examples in the literature to guide the design of the CHIPS liner. A baseline material is Hypalon, which was the proposed material in the GRANDE detector design [22] . Hypalon is a chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE) synthetic rubber (CSM) that was previously manufactured by DuPont. In 2010, DuPont ceased manufacturing Hypalon, but several other manufacturers are still operational and there are other viable options on the market [23] . Some alternative liner materials have been investigated, including XR-5 manufactured by Layfield [24] , polypropylene, and polyethylene materials. These materials may provide more economical alternatives to the mainstream Hypalon/CSPE.
Because of forces acting on the liner surface, the design is expected to require additional support to relieve stresses in the liner and maintain its cylindrical shape. The main challenge is posed by differences in water density that may occur between the inside and outside of the liner volume. Lakes exhibit a time-dependent temperature vs. depth profile, chemical concentration profile, and density profile [25] . If the temperature profile inside the liner lags that outside by 5 • C, the density effect causes differential pressures up to 100 N/m 2 across the liner surface; for a surface with curvature radius 25 m, the resulting tension approaches the tearing strength of available liner materials. Supporting such a pressure difference on either the top or bottom flat of the cylinder is even more impractical than on a curved side. In addition, while motion of water in small lakes is modest compared to open seas, storm driven flows (seiches) reach up to 20 cm/sec well below the surface [26] . Such flows create a dynamic pressure on the cylinder wall, which can be regarded as a "bluff body" in the turbulent flow regime [27] . While corresponding forces are only of order 1 N/m 2 , they are asymmetric and act over large almost-flat areas; the forces can also be magnified by vortex-excited oscillations [28] .
Analysis of the density profile issue reveals that a completely submerged cylinder tends to experience substantial differential pressure on the top, bottom or both flat surfaces, which are hard to restrain. This follows from computing the pressure increase from top to bottom, which cannot match between inside and outside if the densities are different. However, a single horizontal surface on a submerged volume naturally experiences low differential pressure as long as the remainder of the structure is much stiffer, for example by virtue of a support frame that maintains a curved shape. For CHIPS, the bottom of each cylinder is chosen as the single horizontal surface, whereas the top will be covered by a structural dome, as illustrated in Figure 16 . The dome needs to be sealed with a liner similar to the side wall, but an additional membrane will isolate its volume from the pure detector water without compromising its structural function. The vertical side walls and the dome will still be subject to differential density pressure rising with distance above the bottom surface, but this can be reduced to around 10 N/m 2 by management of the thermal profile inside the liner. A truss framework would provide effective reinforcement of the liner walls against remaining forces, and other options such as tension cables and rope netting will also be considered. Costs associated with the detector structure are provided in Table 5 .
Construction and Deployment
A cable or net cage will be moored in the lake surrounding each intended detector location, supported at the surface by a large floating ring and held at the bottom by a large sinker ring, like those used for the aquaculture cages [19] [20] [21] shown in Figure 17 . As shown in the bottom panels of Figure 17 , the detector will be built incrementally downward, supported by the surface ring, gradually flooded and lowered (or raised) inside the outer cage by cables. During construction activities, the top dome will be held above the lake surface (empty) and will serve as a sheltered work area preventing contamination of the interior purified water volume. Once the cylinder is complete and capped by liner, the dome will be sealed to the cylinder top and then also flooded and sunk. During the winter, standard marina equipment will be used to circulate water near the floating ring and keep it decoupled from the ice sheet around it. Each photodetector is served by a single electrical cable which is routed along the support framework and emerges in bundles near the top of the cylinder. The emerging bundles are sealed or surrounded by additional liner material and routed to on-shore power supply and data acquisition equipment. Alternatively, floating trailer-sized enclosures at one side of each surface ring could house the first level electronics, with consolidated power and high-speed communication connections from there to shore. Additional connections to shore will be necessary for the flow of purified water. These connections can be sealed to suitable openings in the liner during deployment, and the corresponding umbilicals will then be routed to on-shore purification equipment. Multiple connections at different depths will allow better matching of the lake's thermal profile if each umbilical is supported at approximately constant depth from a line of buoys. Construction of each cylinder will begin with assembly of the upper and lower rings defining the outer cage, together with an inner concentric ring on top of which the dome is built. This work can be done near shore, then towed to the final location and moored. Within the dome, additional temporary floating docks will enable workers to assemble sections of the large bottom panel and subsequently to join them, as shown in Figure 18 . Each section could start with a triangular raft 5 m per side, assembled on the dock as a 1 m lattice of PVC pipe lengths, then floated and finally secured to preceding raft sections. With inner pipe diameter of 4 , each raft section can temporarily support 360 kg for the additional work of unrolling and welding together sections of liner and building a 1 m-high network of support framing on top of that. Because of the raft support, plastic welding of liner strips or large prefabricated liner sections can be carried out above the water line, and standard field techniques [18] can be used. Around the growing perimeter of the base section, the liner will be wrapped upwards along the support framing. Photodetectors in housings will also be attached to the framework at this stage, and cables routed as needed. Once complete, the raft pipes can be filled with water to eliminate their buoyancy, but still leaving the entire bottom panel temporarily in a floating state.
An internal ring will also be assembled and joined to the framing inside the perimeter, which helps to stiffen the bottom circumference and provide an attachment point for vertical deployment cables that ultimately extend to a corresponding ring 20 m above. Again, as in Figure 17 , the remaining vertical wall of the liner will then be built up around the perimeter in 1 m increments, while flooding the existing volume with enough purified water to maintain the top edge just above the water line where it is easily accessed by workers on floating dock sections. After completion of the walls, the second ring will be attached and serve as the top attachment point for the vertical deployment cables. Similar to IMB [17] and the concept for LBNE-WCD, photodetectors in plastic frames will be attached in sequence and lowered along each pair of support cables, with the cables looped around pulleys at top and bottom to allow the necessary motion.
After completion of the walls, the top framework is built in from the perimeter, utilizing integral PVC pipe for temporary flotation. Construction of the wall and top sections includes installation of light barrier material to define the veto volume. Finally the cylinder top is sealed with liner and all temporary flotation devices are filled with water to allow submerging the detector. This includes the dome which can be flooded with pit water. In principle, the assembly process can be stopped at any time, allowing a partially complete detector to be lowered and later retrieved for further work.
Cosmic Veto
At 40 m.w.e in such a large detector, the cosmic ray rate will not be negligible; these background muons must be tagged for removal. To this end, a fraction of the photodetectors will be arranged to point outwards into a 2 m-thick veto volume along the top and side of the cylinder, where they will reliably detect Cherenkov light from background muons. This veto volume also provides room for the support framework, and is optically separated from the active volume by opaque plastic sheets between photodetectors. The PMTs are the same type as those of the inner detector and are mounted on the same wall. The role of the veto is to efficiently tag and measure time of CR muons entering the veto and possibly penetrating into the inner detector. The efficiency of different configurations was studied using the cosmic ray simulation. The PMT readout threshold is set to 1 PE. Taking into account the QE and the threshold, a PMT "fires" if 10 photons hit its surface. A veto is defined as a coincidence of m or more veto detector PMTs firing, where m is an integer allowed to vary in the tests. Figure 19 shows the number of veto PMTs that fire and the veto efficiency for different assumed liner reflectivity values. Figure 20 shows the number of veto PMTs that fire and the efficiency for different veto PMT spacing. It is found that it is sufficient if each veto PMT covers a 4 × 4 ID PMT array. Assuming a 10% photocathode coverage, a total of 626 PMTs are needed for this configuration. 
Water Purification
A long attenuation length of light in the water is critical for the Cherenkov radiation to reach the PMTs. Furthermore, knowledge of the attenuation length is critical for accurate modeling of the detector. Though remarkably clear, the Wentworth pit water is not clear enough for the detector volume, which requires a light attenuation length of ∼40 m. The detector volume water will need to be purified to attain and maintain water clarity. Water purification is a standard technology that will likely be implemented through a design-build or a design-build-operate contractor.
Given a fiducial mass of 27 kton, and a total mass of 39 kton, we can scale the water system requirements from past detectors using total volume and surface area considerations. The scaling results in a required recirculation rate of about 300 gal/min. The 300 gal/min system would fill and recirculate the 39 kton in 24 days. Figure 21 shows an outline of a 200 gal/min filtration system that could be scaled for this application. To reduce the cost of civil construction, the system could be mounted in three, 40 foot-long shipping containers using modified tanks. Such a project has been implemented by the U.S. Navy.
The water system, shown schematically in Figure 22 , will be used to both fill and recirculate the detector water. The system will be used to fill the volume enclosed by the polymer liner initially, and then will be used to provide additional pure water as the detector leaks or evaporates over time. Recirculation will be accomplished by bypassing the Reverse Osmosis stage of the system as described below. Recirculation is necessary to maintain the high degree of purity while also eliminating "dead zones" in the detector volume where detrimental bacteria growth would normally take place. While bubbling of compressed air may be useful in deterring surface freezing in the winter, a water heating system may also need to be included during recirculation. A preliminary and conservative budget, meant to be able to cover the cost for details that have not been included, is $1.4M for the system, containers, and the internal and interconnect piping.
The Filling Filtration System As described for previous water Cherenkov detectors [17, 22, 29] , we can expect that the water filtration system will include an initial depth and/or cyclone filter to remove contaminants down to a few µm. Chemical treatment will then be implemented Figure 21 : Physical layout of a water purification system containing pretreatment equipment (carbon filters, water softeners, micron filtering), reverse osmosis unit and post treatment (pumps, UV sterilizer, sub-micron filters, deionization vessels).
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Clean DetectorV Water Figure 22 : A sketch of the proposed water filtration systems that will fill and maintain the CHIPS detector.
to remove undesired chemicals from the water. A reverse-osmosis (RO) stage will follow (possibly multiple stages -IMB used a 3-stage RO system), which will reduce the remaining particulate size down to less than 0.01 µm. A deionization (DI) filter may also be necessary following reverse-osmosis, but due to the high cost of deionization, this stage may be eliminated or only a portion of the water may pass through the DI filter. A UV sterilization stage will kill any bacteria.
The Recirculation Filtration System
The recirculation flow an bypass the reverse osmosis stage since the input water (coming from the detector) will already be quite pure. The remaining portion of the system will remove particulates down to 0.2 µm and remove substances that leach into the detector water from the detector materials themselves. Cost may drive the final solution towards eliminating the deionization process, but this decision will be made later by the water purification contractor.
CHIPS ND Concept
Physics Considerations
The NuMI beam is not a pure ν µ beam. It has a small inherent admixture of ν e that is an irreducible background to the ν µ → ν e oscillation signal. In addition, neutral current ν µ events, particularly those with a π 0 in the hadronic recoil system, can mimic the ν µ → ν e oscillation signal. CHIPS requires a Near Detector to study all neutrino interaction types before they have had a chance to oscillate and to provide understanding of the initial composition of the beam. A Near Detector would study the neutrino-nucleus interactions in a high statistics environment close to the beam target and could also monitor the neutrino beam's performance. Beam monitoring is not a requirement given the array of detectors that already exist that monitor the NuMI beam.
With these goals in mind, a key issue of the Near Detector design is that it should be as similar as possible to the Far Detector design and material. Sufficiently similar Near and Far Detectors would allow one to use the same event reconstruction and particle identification in both detectors. This would minimize the systematic uncertainties in the predicted background at the Far site. A water Cherenkov Near Detector design is preferred to maximize the benefits. It provides the same neutrino-interaction target, ensuring that the efficiencies for signal and background events are similar in each detector. Such a detector would be low cost per ton and utilize a well known technology; however, it should be noted that a water Cherenkov detector has never been proven in high intensity environments. Deployment in the NuMI beam would represent such a scenario.
Shape and Size Considerations
The challenges related to containment and multiplicity of the neutrino interactions drive the specifications of a water Cherenkov Near Detector design. On one hand, the detector needs to span enough radiation lengths for a developing electromagnetic shower to be identified. The design must also allow for the separation photon rings with the ring identification algorithms that are used for the event reconstruction in the Far Detector. On the other hand, if the detector is too large then event pile-up and high rock event overlap rates will incur high dead times, significantly reducing statistics.
The current location being considered for the Near Detector placement is 100 m underground on the Fermilab site upstream of the MINOS and MINERvA detectors. For reference, the MINOS Near Detector is situated 500 m downstream of the end of the decay pipe. This is a compromise between the cost of digging a new cavern, finding available space in the heavilycongested cavern in front of the NuMI beam, and trying to achieve the necessary physics, driven by the flux requirements.
The MINOS Near Detector was used to estimate the expected event overlap rate. It has a fiducial mass of approximately 24 tons, with a total mass of about 1 kton. In a 10 µs beam spill, 5.6 events are expected in the fiducial volume compared to a total of 35 events in the whole detector. A simple study found that 14.8% of neutrino interactions inside the fiducial volume had additional activity in the fiducial volume within a time window of 50 ns from other neutrino interactions. These other neutrino interactions occur either in the rock or in the non-fiducial part of the detector. This fairly large event overlap rate demonstrates the importance of keeping the CHIPS Near Detector as small as possible in order to minimize overlaps and cost.
Design Possibilities
Three ND options are being explored. One design under consideration is a thin side-on inner cylinder (IC) of radius 0.5-1 m and of length ∼ 4 m, which encloses a ∼12.5 ton volume. The IC would be filled with water to serve as the water target and would be contained and supported along the center of a larger side-on light-tight outer cylinder (OC). The readout PMTs would be instrumented along the sides and back face of the inside of the OC. This option is illustrated in Figure 23 .
Another possible design would entail a larger water detector using photodetectors with significantly better time resolution (∼100 ps) and finer granularity (∼1 cm) than the standard PMTs to be used in the Far Detector [2, 30] . The better time sampling of the showers can help in both enhancing the particle identification in a small volume as well as overcoming high overlap rates. Furthermore, the finer granularity can help mitigate the deadtime issues as each channel could be read out independently. These enhancements would allow a single volume of water with the size driven by space and cost constraints. The sampled bins in time and space for each interaction can then be merged to simulate the geometry and granularity at the Far Detector.
The third possible option sacrifices the idea of a common particle ID between the Near and Far Detectors. Instead, it utilizes a combination of existing MINOS+ and MINERvA detectors with a water target to study neutrino-nucleus interactions on water. 
Data Acquisition
The Data Acquisition (DAQ) for the CHIPS detector is designed with the aim of being flexible enough to be cost effective enough for the full detector but also simple enough to implement for an R&D stage. These disparate aims can be accommodated within a modular solution based around the MicroTCA crate, which is rapidly becoming the industry standard [31] . The principle advantage of this modular approach is that in the early stages (low channel count), off-the-shelf components can be used, then be replaced with custom boards for the final (high channel count) detector. The system follows a fairly typical design featuring front-end boards, digitizers, and FPGAs for triggering and digitizer readout, and fiber optic links to transfer the triggered data to an on-line CPU farm for full event building. A summary of the requirements and channel count is provided in Table 6 .
Item
Initial 
Front End Electronics
The front end electronics will handle the output signal of the photodetectors. The exact design of the front-end board will necessarily depend on the final choice of photodetector, although in general terms the board will contain a preamp to amplify the signal before digitization, a discriminator to provide a digital signal for triggering and timing, and a shaper (if required). Several particle physics experiments have developed application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) which perform all three of these tasks in a single package. The final choice of photodetectors will determine whether these existing ASICs could be used in the CHIPS front end electronics. The amplified and shaped signal is then sampled and digitized, either directly via a high speed analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or using a switched capacitor array (SCA) and lower speed ADC.
Digitization
During the early stages of the experiment when only a handful of PMTs will be read out, the digitizer will be an off-the-shelf solution. In the reference design, this is a multichannel FPGA mezzanine card sitting on a carrier board in the MicroTCA crate. Several vendors sell suitable crates, carrier boards, and ADC mezzanine cards, some of which are already in use at CERN, DESY and other laboratories. Ultimately, the only way to cost effectively instrument a 10,000+ channel detector is to replace the off-the-shelf high speed ADC components with custom, inhouse designed boards. There are several possible high speed sampling or digitizing ASICs on which the electronics could be based, including the IRS/TARGET family of chips from the University of Hawaii [32] or the DRS family from PSI [33] .
Clock, Control and Triggering
The global time references will be 10 MHz and pulse per second signals distributed to the Mi-croTCA crates from a GPS receiver. Existing experiments have demonstrated channel synchronization is possible to better than the 1 ns level. There are two distinct levels of triggering in the reference design: the local trigger that determines when the signal from a given photodetector is digitized, and the global event trigger which determines when digital data from the digitization modules is transferred to the offline. Simulation studies are currently ongoing to determine the optimal local (single channel vs. single string vs. logical channel group) and global trigger conditions. The local trigger will be implemented in the FPGA of the ADC carrier board, the global event trigger will either be implemented in the FPGA, or if rate permits, in the CPU farm.
Event Readout and Storage
Triggered event data and small amounts of housekeeping information will be transferred from the MicroTCA crates to a Linux CPU farm via standard optical Ethernet links. High level software triggers can be run in the CPU farm to reduce the data rate further if necessary.
Calibration
The concept for monitoring and calibration of the photodetectors for CHIPS is based on the light-injection system currently being deployed for SNO+, which in turn builds on systems used successfully for Double Chooz and MINOS [34] . The SNO+ system uses 50 m long poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) and quartz fiber optic cables to route LED and laser light (respectively) into the detector from the deck above the detector. The detector-ends of each of the 92 fibers are mounted on the PMT support structure in SNO+ and the light shines all the way across the detector to illuminate the PMTs 18 m away on the opposite side. Controlled pulses of light with between 1000 and 1,000,000 photons are injected. The SNO+ system is capable of providing data for PMT timing and gain calibration as well as measurements of scattering and attenuation monitoring. Adapting the SNO+ design and scaling the dimensions up to match those envisioned for CHIPS is expected to be straightforward. A similar design was proposed for the LBNE-WCD option that also included a light-diffusing ball located near the center of the water volume [14] . As proposed in the LBNE CDR, energy and vertex calibration can be performed using naturally occurring events in the detector such as cosmic muons or Michel electrons.
Simulation and Reconstruction tools
While the initial physics reach of CHIPS was established using GLoBES, a program is already underway to develop a full simulation of the beam and detector and a full ring reconstruction protocol. This program draws from extensive work on simulation of WC detectors (WCSim) and will be leveraged to determine the optimal geometry and photodetector coverage for a massive, cost-effective water Cherenkov detector. The MINOS, NOvA and MINERvA experiments each have extensive simulations of the NuMI beam. By taking advantage of the fact that neutrino production from decaying hadrons is isotropic in the center of mass frame, and that the existing simulations store neutrino parent information, we can reweight the existing MC to give a neutrino flux at any location in the beam [35] . Furthermore we scan over a region of interest to construct a map of flux characteristics such as peak energy. Cross section and oscillation information can also be included to give a clear, intuitive impression of the oscillation sensitivity at a given location. Figure 24 shows the computed ν µ -CC event rate integrated over all energies for various locations in northern Minnesota. Figure 25 shows the predicted ν µ -CC event energy spectra at different detector locations in northern Minnesota. 
Beam Simulation
Detector Simulation
The detector simulation is performed by a GEANT4 [10] simulation called WCSim. WCSim was developed to study water Cherenkov detector options for the LBNE project. The simulation outputs a list of hits from PMTs. An initial CHIPS geometry was added to WCSim describing a cylindrical detector of radius 20 m and height 20 m. It is instrumented with 10% coverage using 10 HQE PMTs. Figure 26 shows a 1.6 GeV CC ν e interaction generated with the GENIE [36] event generator occurring at the center of the detector. The fuzzy ring is the typical signature of an electron in a water Cherenkov detector.
Reconstruction
A major goal of the reconstruction work is to find an optimized HQE photodetector number and layout. The planned reconstruction method is based on an algorithm developed for the MiniBooNE experiment [37, 38] , modified to remove the scintillation light component. The algorithm generates a likelihood for each PMT to register a given charge at a given time, for a predefined set of track parameters. Minimizing this likelihood with respect to the track parameters provides the reconstructed track objects. The method is readily extendable to multiple tracks such as those from NC π 0 decays. Figure 27 shows an example of the expected and observed charge distributions that go into forming this likelihood. A version tested on Super-K reported a 60% reduction [29] in the NC background compared to the standard ring reconstruction method. This improvement is not incorporated into the GLoBES physics reach calculations. A preliminary implementation of the algorithm is already in development. The charge component of the likelihood is determined by combining the probability for a propagating particle to emit light in the direction of the PMT with the probability for this light to reach the PMT and produce a recorded signal. This depends on the particle type and its emission profile, the geometry of the track and PMT, detector properties such as the absorption and scattering of light, and the effects of digitization at the PMT. To calculate the time likelihood, the registered PMT hit times are corrected by subtracting the expected hit time of a photon emitted at the mid-point of the candidate track, and a series of fits are performed on the resulting distribution. First, the distributions are separated into bins of charge, and a fit is carried out using a Gaussian (to model direct Cherenkov light) plus a Gaussian convolved with an exponential (to model indirect scattered light). Polynomial fits are then used to determine these fit parameters as a function of predicted charge, and further fits are performed to express these coefficients as a function of energy, allowing the time likelihood to be calculated for arbitrary track energy and PMT charge combinations. The overall log likelihood surface is produced by adding the charge and time surfaces. Figure 28 shows an example of the time likelihood.
R&D Program
This LOI also outlines a path of development towards a cost effective, 100 kton water Cherenkov detector in a neutrino beam. A $10M investment over the next 4-5 years could provide a 10 kton detector in the NuMI beam which would improve the δ CP reach of NOvA substantially. The cost per kton for the initial prototype would be $1-2M/kton, whereas the goal, over the ensuing decade, would be to reduce this cost by up to an order of magnitude, chiefly by reductions in photodetector costs.
An R&D proposal will be submitted to funding agencies this fall. There are a number of issues which need to be tested on a smaller scale before the full 10 kton prototype can be deployed. While the PMTs, HV and readout are all reasonably well developed, and the purification plant technology is well understood, the detector structure needs to be prototyped in order to produce a full conceptual design for a 10 kton fiducial volume detector. The R&D program is summarized in the CHIPS detector. It is already clear that Barr Engineering is capable of handling all of the engineering aspects of the CHIPS detector. They have extensive experience designing projects for water-filled mines and hazardous waste treatment in northern Minnesota [39] . This experience is well-aligned with the requirements for water system design for the CHIPS detector. Barr Engineering has also completed numerous projects involving fabricating and binding large-scale geotextiles in landfill and mining applications, including storm water structures, pile revetment walls, and other water-related structures. They have significant experience designing support structures such as dams, retaining walls/structures, and bridges [40] [41] [42] . Their expertise with such structures will be invaluable when designing and implementing the support structure for the CHIPS detector. Barr Engineering is also capable of supplying structures on the shore for housing the data acquisition, power, and water filtration systems. These structures would either be prefabricated structures from Barr Engineering (if adequate models were available) or the work would be subcontracted out to one of Barr's partners.
Initial work has already been carried out to create a CAD model of the conceptual design to aid future engineering efforts. Additionally, basic flow calculations have been evaluated to approximate the forces induced by the flow of the lake water around the outer surface of the detector. These calculations have shown that the forces induced, though somewhat large due to the large scale of the detector, will be easily manageable with a traditional steel cable system.
Summary
The CHIPS concept outlined in this Letter of Intent could represent a step change in our ability to make precision neutrino measurements using the FNAL intense neutrino beams planned for the near and further future. A 100 kton fiducial mass CHIPS in NuMI would provide a ∼12-25 o accuracy on δ CP and an increase in the mass hierarchy reach of a factor 2, in combination with NOvA and T2K. As an ultimate goal, the CHIPS detector could be redeployed off-axis in the LBNE beam line, to complement the on-axis Liquid Argon detector, enabling results on a faster timescale than presently expected. Table 7 : 5 year research and development plan towards a 10 kton detector in the Wentworth Pit.
Dates
Appendix 1: Pit Water Content
Results of water tests are summarized in Table 8 with 1σ uncertainties. Table 9 : Data from two broad-spectrum water quality tests conducted in 2011.
